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Homonyms: Which Witch is Which 

Worksheet 3 

There are common homonyms used daily. Homonyms like to, two, and too, 

Their, there, and they’re, and which and witch are commonly confused. 

Choose which of these words fits in each sentence. 

1. We will go (to, too, two) the library right after we finish playing at the park. 

2. (Their, They’re, There) will be a short break before the play continues. 

3. There are (too, to, two) different books I want to read this weekend. 

4. I will be going to the movies at six will you be going (two, too, to)? 

5. We will place the new table over (there, their, they’re). 

6. Today is the day that (there, their, they’re) going to bring the new swing set. 

7. The scary green (which, witch) flew over the roof on a broom. 

8. Do you know (witch, which) classroom you will be in this year? 

9. (Which, Witch) (witch, which) will you draw for the Halloween poster? 

10. (There, Their, They’re) is nothing that could stop me from being at the 

party. 

11. There are (two, too, to) dogs running loose on the grounds. 

12. Are the (to, too, two) of you going to be at the meeting on Sunday? 

13. We will be going (to, too, two) the museum on Friday (to, too, two). 

14. (There, Their, They’re) leaving to catch a plane at seven in the morning. 

15. The snow is (to, too, two) heavy for the branches, they will break. 

Create your own sentences. One for each of the words to, too, and two. 

1. 

2. 

3. 
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Answer Sheet 

1. We will go (to, too, two) the library right after we finish playing at the park. 

2. (Their, They’re, There) will be a short break before the play continues. 

3. There are (too, to, two) different books I want to read this weekend. 

4. I will be going to the movies at six will you be going (two, too, to)? 

5. We will place the new table over (there, their, they’re). 

6. Today is the day that (there, their, they’re) going to bring the new swing set. 

7. The scary green (which, witch) flew over the roof on a broom. 

8. Do you know (witch, which) classroom you will be in this year? 

9. (Which, Witch) (witch, which) will you draw for the Halloween poster? 

10. (There, Their, They’re) is nothing that could stop me from being at the 

party. 

11. There are (two, too, to) dogs running loose on the grounds. 

12. Are the (to, too, two) of you going to be at the meeting on Sunday? 

13. We will be going (to, too, two) the museum on Friday (to, too, two). 

14. (There, Their, They’re) leaving to catch a plane at seven in the morning. 

15. The snow is (to, too, two) heavy for the branches, they will break. 

Create your own sentences. One for each of the words to, too, and two. 

1. Answers will vary but must match the used word. 

2. 

3. 
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